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Katherine Tress - Treskha 
 
Thank you to the committee for giving me the opportunity to judge at this show.  Being run 
in conjunction with the Hound Association of Scotland, gave it a great atmosphere. 
 
Overall there were some lovely wedge shaped heads and no snipy faces.  Would have 
preferred to see some more tight tails. Generally movement was very good - most seemed 
to settle into their stride on the second lap of the ring 
 
Puppy Dog - No Entries 
 
Junior Dog - No Entries 
 
Yearling Dog - No Entries 
 
Post Graduate Dog - 1 (1) 
 
Limit Dog - 2 (1) Stephenson’s Bowerhinton Bangalore.  Lovely square built dog.  Nice wedge 
of head, slightly more stop than I would prefer, but good dark mask with typical gentle 
expression.  Well muscled all over and excellent coat and markings.  A little tight in the rear 
while moving. 
 
Open Dog - 1 (0) Maun’s Bowerhinton Brouhaha. Stood well and four square.  Good coat 
and very well presented.  Moved well, would prefer more muscle. Lovely expression helped 
by good wedge of head. Excellent tight tail RBD 
 
Veteran Dog - 2 (0) 1 Wallace’s Ch Steldawn Allclear ShCM. At almost 9 years old, he is still 
in Elkhound prime and he showed that today. A little distracted at times, but moved 
effortlessly around the ring. Slightly bigger than some of the younger boys, but well 
proportioned. Despite his age he is still dark in the face and muzzle with a lovely gentle 
expression.  Well muscled throughout.  His movement gave him BD & RBIS 
2 Haugstad’s Kestos Nightcap at Skogly. A very happy 10 year old who seems to be enjoying 
his retirement a little too well as he was carrying a bit of weight today.  Neutering seems to 
have added to his coat, but has not affected his overall colour or markings.  He has a good 
square outline and moved with a single track 
 
 
 
Puppy Bitch - 1 (0) Maun’s Bowerhinton Bettina. 11 months old. Lovely dark eyes giving a 
very typical gentle expression. Ears are a little large but I am sure she will grow into them 
with time.   Would prefer a darker face, but femininity shone through.  Still a little maturity 
needed on the move but is to be expected at this age BPIS 
 



Junior Bitch - 1 (0) Middleton’s Graythor Lo Lykkelig.  13 month old petite bitch. Well 
marked and good coat. Slightly long in loin, but acceptable for bitch as not short in rib.  Ears 
are large but well positioned.  A little skittish but that could just be her age and maturity will 
help. 
 
Yearling Bitch - 3 (0) 1 Haugstad’s Skogly Aos VL Saksumdal Saga. Effortless movement that 
caught my eye immediately. Stood solidly square with lovely length of loin and layback of 
shoulder. Great markings and in good coat.  Expression very alert and confident. Kept 
dropping her tail but was tight and central when up.  Movement definitely stole the show 
and earned her BB & BIS 
2 Greaves & Croxford’s Whittimere Dior. Square bitch who moved out well when she settled 
into her stride.  Feet not as neat as I would like.  Good head with good expression.  Would 
prefer her to be a little taller. Had a tendency to drop her tail 
 
Post Graduate Bitch - 3 (0) 1 Haugstad’s Skogly Aos VL Saksumdal Saga. 
2 Mortimer’s Grasilva Cruggleton with Laakso.  This bitch decided to leave all of her coat at 
home! Moved well with excellent muscle tone.  Would prefer slightly more bone to give her 
a more solid feel.  Ears a little large, but could be emphasized by lack of coat. 
 
Limit Bitch - 1 (1) 
 
Open Bitch - 5 (2) 1 Middleton’s Ch Graythor Norwegian Lights.  Slightly out of coat but this 
didn’t detract from the overall look and markings still clearly visible.  Solid, confident 
bitch.  Good ear set and nice wedge head with dark eyes.  Presented well and moved 
effortlessly around the ring. RBB 
2 Mortimer’s Laakso Allgolds Special One. Larger bitch with good bone and full 
coat.  Movement not as good as 1 which let her down. Good, dark face and eyes giving her a 
typical gentle expression 
 
Veteran Bitch - 3 (0) 1 Middleton’s Ch Bowerhinton Be Madams Spy at Graythor JW ShCM. 
Young veteran at only 8 years old.  Presented well and vocally enjoyed her time in the ring. 
Beautiful wedge head showing very little grey. Good compact shape.  Moved well and 
deserved BVIS 
2 Mortimer’s Ch Laakso’s Going for Gold. 10.5 years old.  Slightly on the lean side, which 
detracted from the overall square outline. Muzzle starting to grey but still got a lovely 
wedge shape and expression.  
 
Special Vintage - No Entries 
 
Brace - 3 (1) 1 Mortimer’s brace.  Mother and daughter pairing moved together effortlessly 
and perfectly in sync.  Two beautiful bitches that showed consistency in temperament and 
structure. 
2 Haugstad’s brace. Grandfather and granddaughter pairing. Wouldn’t settle on the move or 
standing.  Great pair of Elkhounds, but not in the mood to show together! 
 


